Article in a Daily Newspaper—ESOURCE
Brody, J.E. (2007, December 11). Mental reserves keep brain agile. The
New York Times. Retrieved from
http://www.nytimes.com
Newsmagazine Article [Author. (Year,
Month Day). Title. Newsmagazine title,
volume, pages.]
Anderson, K. (2003, August 4). Tour de
Lance. Sports Illustrated, 99, 50-53.
Newsmagazine Article—E-SOURCE
Clay, R. (2008, June). Science vs. ideology: Psychologists fight back about
the misuse of research. Monitor on
Psychology, 39(6). Retrieved from
http://www.apa.org/monitor/
Review [Author. (Year, Month Day).
Title of review [Review of media Work
Reviewed by author]. Publication, Volume, pages.] NOTE: Reviews appear in
a variety of periodicals, so follow the
appropriate model for the periodical.
Schatz, B.R. (2000, November 17).
Learning by text or context? [review
of the book The social life of information, by J.S. Brown & P. Duguid]
Science, 290, 1304.
Review—E-SOURCE
Axelman, A., & Shapiro, J.L. (2007)
Does the solution warrant the problem? [Review of the DVD Brief therapy with adolescents, produced by
the American Psychological Association, 2007]. PsycCRITIQUES, 52
(51). doi: 10.1037/a0009036.

Article on a Website (Nonperiodical Web
Document)—E-SOURCE [Author. (Year,
Month). Title of document. Retrieved from
http://website.com]
Archer, Z. (n.d.). Exploring nonverbal communication. Retrieved from http://
zzyx.ucsc.edu/~archer
Movie [Producer’s name (Producer), & Director’s name (Director). (Year) Film title
[Motion Picture]. Counrty of origin: Studio]
Mass, J. B. (Producer), & Gluck, D. H.
(Director). (1979). Deeper into hypnosis
[Motion picture]. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice Hall.
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Blog post [Author (Year, Month Day). Title of
post [Web log message]. Retrieved from
http://website.com]
MiddleKid. (2007, January 22). Re: The unfortunate prerequisites and consequences of partitioning your mind [Web log message]. Retrieved from http://scienceblogs.com/
pharyngula/2001/01/
the_unfortunate_prerequisites.php
Personal Communication—Emails, memos,
interviews, etc.
APA does not cite personal communication in the
reference list. Instead, cite personal communication in text like this: [Name (personal
communication, Month Day, Year)]
T.K Lutes (personal communication, April 18,
2001)
(V.-G. Nguyen, personal communication,
Spetember 28, 1998)

For further assistance with APA style, please
consult
your instructor,
the American Psychological Association
website <http://www.apastyle.org>,
Publication Manual of the American
Psychological Association, 6th ed.
(2010).

General APA guidelines:
1. Double-space the entire essay, including
quotations and the References page.
2. On your title page, include a running
header, the essay title, your name, the class
and professor, and the date.
3. Use one-inch margins all around.
4. Use a running header: on each page in the
upper right margin should appear a shortened version of the essay’s title and then
the page number. MS Word helps insert
running headers.
5. Print on white, 8.5 x 11-inch paper.
6. At the top of page one, center the title for
the essay. Don’t underline the title, don’t
put it in quotation marks, and don’t type in
all capital letters.
7. Use italics rather than underlining.
IN-TEXT CITATIONS: Use in-text, parenthetical citations of sources. Identify the author in a
signal phrase, provide the date of publication, and
then include a page number after the quotation
marks:
EXAMPLE (with direct quotation): Rumbaugh
(1995) reported that “Kanzi’s comprehension of
over 600 novel sentences of request was very
comparable to Alia’s” (p. 722).
EXAMPLE (without direct quotation): The
younger the age at which athletes begin competition, the more likely they are to exhibit a high
athletic identity (Baillie, 1993).

If no page numbers are given (as in electronic
sources), use paragraph numbers or section headings.
REFERENCES PAGE: At the end of the essay,
provide a list of referenced sources. Begin this
page at the top of a fresh sheet of paper, number it
sequentially with the remainder of the essay, and
double-spaced it. The title for this page is References. List entries alphabetically, and use a hanging indentation for each entry.

NOTE: For any source obtained from the
Internet (websites, database articles, electronic
journals), review the E-SOURCE for each
category.

Journal Article [Author. (Year of publication). Title of Article. Journal, volume
(issue), pages.]

Sample entries: Here are sample entries for

Light, M.a, & Light, I.H. (2008). The geographic expansion of Mexican immigration
in the United States and its implications for
local law enforcement. Law Enforcement
Executive Forum Journal, 8(1), 73-82.

frequently used types of sources. For further
help, consult the Publication Manual.
Book—single author/editor [Author’s name.
(Year of publication). Title and subtitle. City
of publication, State or Country: Publisher.]
Frye, N. (1963). Fables of identity: Studies in
poetic mythology. New York, NY: Harvest/HBJ.
Book—two or three authors/editors
Bondanella, P., & Conaway Bondanella, J.
(Eds.). (1979). Dictionary of Italian literature. Westport, CT: Greenwood.
Chapter in an edited book
Finch, L.M., & Gould, D. (1996). Understanding and intervening with the student athlete
to be. In Etzel, E.F., Ferrante, A.P., &
Pinkney, J.W. (Eds.), Counseling college
student athletes: Issues and interventions
(pp. 223-245). Morgantown, WV: Fitness
Info Technology, Inc.
Work in an Anthology/Collection [Author.
(Year of publication). Title. In Editor’s name
(Ed.), Title of anthology (pages on which work
appears). City of publication, State or Country:
Publisher.]
Lazard, N. (1986). In answer to your query. In
Russell Baker (Ed.), The Norton book of
light verse (pp. 52-53). New York, NY:
Norton.

Journal Article—E-SOURCE
When Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is
known. [Author. (Year of publication). Title
of Article. Journal, volume (issue), pages. doi:
xx.xxxxxxxxxx]
Herbst-Damm, K.L. & Kulik, J.A. (2005). Volunteer support, marital status, and the survival times of terminally ill patients.
Health Psychology, 24, 225-229.
doi:10.1037/0278-6133.24.2.225
Journal Article—E-SOURCE
When DOI is unknown. [Author. (Year of publication). Title of Article. Journal, volume
(issue), pages. Retrieved from http://
website.com]
Sillick, T.J. & Schutte, N.S. (2006). Emotional
intelligence and self-esteem mediate between perceived early parental love and
adult happiness. E-journal of applied Psychology, 2(2), 38-48. Retrieved from
http://ojs.swin.edu.au/index.php/ejap
Article in a Daily Newspaper [Author. (Year,
Month Day). Title. Newspaper, pp. pages.]
Weisman, J. (2003, September 27). U.S. incomes fell, poverty rose in 2002. Washington Post, p. A1.

